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Year Coordinator Report

Katrina Meehan - Year 12 Coordinator

Hey sweethearts.

I took a long time to start writing this speech,
honestly I didn’t know what to say or where to
physically start, and probably a little bit of me
wasn’t ready for it to be over. So, after some
procrastination baking, some Netflix and YouTube
research, I decided to look at what are some of
things that happened of over the past 5 years.

There were some things you swore were cool and
it lasted about month, like fidget spinner and
doing the mannequin challenge. You fought over
whether it was Laurel or Yanny (it was Laurel).
You finally worked out that the music of the 80’s
and 90s is better than todays. You may have
even introduced your parents to an awesome
band by the name of Queen. You saw the epic fall
out between Iron Man and Captain America, and
then watched them become friends again. And
Winter finally showed up.

Most of you started in a green uniform before
changing into the white formal. You went Maroon
Dam, Boot camp and Emu Gully and faced your
fears in some intense moments. You went from
sitting at the front of the hall on assemblies to
sitting at the back and finally running them. You
went from being shorter than me. Thank you to
the one that stayed that way and thank to the
guys that now reach the top shelf for me. You
gave a weird woman that always calls you
sweetheart, darling and honey, a chance at being
your year co-ordinator.

Over the years, the way in which you
communicate has changed, you longer use
complete sentences or words, or sometimes it
isn’t words at all. Because of you, I am slowly
becoming more fluent in emoji and meme.
However, I am refusing to say “Yeet”, because I
am too old and I have no clue what it means.

I am just looking forward to the day when you
look at someone younger and think what did they
just say?
What is more, you so are lucky to live in a time
that people were are more aware and potentially
more accepting of your identity. The journey to
work out who you are is going to start again and
fight for equality is yours to continue.

But despite all the changes that have happened,
there are some things that I want you to keep the
same:

Please continue your education. I just don’t mean
learn a trade or go to uni. Continue learning about
your culture or others, learn different skills in a
subject that you are passionate about, and get
the real world experience that will help you never
forget it.

Please don’t stop trying to achieve your best and
sharing your achievements with the world. It is
important to celebrate the victories, as it also
helps you get through the tough times. Plus there
is this look of pride that lights up your face, that I
love seeing. It was when you were performing,
got a good grade, got your licence or anytime you
showing me something that you had truly learnt.

Please continue to look out for your friends, and
help them when you can. Listen to them, give
them a hug, seek help together or just help them
ride it out. Similarly, recognise and be
appreciative of the support that is given to you.

Please look after yourself – get some sleep, eat
a vegetable, relax and make time for friends
and family.

Taken from Katrina Meehan’s Speech at the Year 12
Graduation ceremony.
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Student Leaders’ Report

(Left to right) Chelsea Cameron,
Catlin Irvin,Leon Kahura,

Sarah Gooley

As we look back on the year we can reflect on so
many great things we were able to do. From sports
carnivals, to singing valentines, Japanese buddies,
excursions and International night, we sure
experienced so much! But, in the end, the best thing of
this year was definitely, the 167 QTAC and TAFE talks
that we sat through.

We have all learnt so much this year, across so many
different areas. The biology students learnt about
genetics and why we have blue eyes or brown hair -
and the answer is, use a punnet square. In Maths B,
we learnt that calculus is definitely way worse than
what you already think. In Maths A, they learnt about
Venn diagrams, well, some of them did, hey Jo. In OP
English, we all demonstrated to our teachers the true
comedians that we are, as we all tried to caption our
feature articles with “Macbeth, more like MacChef.”

Our practical subjects taught us so much. HPE improved
our sports skills, Hospitality taught us how to cook,
Engineering taught us how to build, Life skills taught
us nothing and Drama taught us how to act. We can
definitely say we learnt so much this year, and we may
not remember it all but we remember the important
aspects. The most important things we learnt this year
was, firstly, how to look out for each when times were
stressful, secondly, how great Miss Meehan is - after
all, she did get us to the point of graduation tonight
and thirdly, that a²+b²=c².

Then there was QCS. Well, some of us were surprised
with our results this week, wondering what went
wrong. The answer to that is quite simple, it’s not
because we didn’t practice enough or it was too hard,
but it’s because we were looking through every
question, thinking, "ooo, this looks like it could be
turned into a good meme." Not all of us could get an
'A' coming away from those exams, but we did all learn
that it is socially acceptable to meditate at a rock
concert!

A few of you have heard this next quote, in particular
the physics class, but a wise woman once said, "Just
because the door is open, doesn’t mean you have to
walk through it." Well, tonight, I’m saying, there is so
many doors that will open as you head out into the real
world and you should absolutely walk through them, as
long as they're legal! We don't yet know what the
future will hold, but we do know, that we can give
everything a go and see where it leads us!

To all our teachers, thank you. Thank you for putting
up with us for so many years. I know it can difficult,
especially when Abe and Matt are in your class, but
you did it! Thank you for your constant support,
motivation, commitment, dedication and
encouragement. So, in the words of Thomas Meeha,
to all our teachers, "How lucky we are to have
something that makes saying goodbye so hard."

Everyone here has put in such a large effort to get to
this point and in the words of Winston Churchill;
"Continuous effort, not strength or intelligence, is the
key to unlocking our potential." Only you can decide if
you are going to be determined and dedicated in
everything you do. So, as we leave Bray Park SHS
and walk into the future, what will you choose?

-Chelsea Cameron.

Our future outside of school once seemed to be a
distant reality. But it's not distant anymore. Tonight, we
officially graduate as the 2019 senior graduates.
For many of us, this event is filled with mixed
emotions, not only for ourselves but for family, friends
and teachers.

Some of us began our high school journey in grade 7.
Others joined Bray Park in later years. Over the span of
our high school years, we have all grown into young
adults in our own ways. We have definitely endured
through some ups and downs. School has been a
challenging journey for all of us, but the challenge is
finally over. Tonight, is a well-earned certificate for us all.

Although school is over, we are now faced with
different challenges. No matter where you go after
school; Tafe or University, apprenticeship or
traineeship, you will be faced with more challenges.
Try to live up to your potential. Don’t just finish school
and think you’ve done enough.

We may not have the power to inspire the entire world
to strive for success, but we do have the power to try
to achieve it for ourselves. My challenge to each of
you, and to myself, is to do all that you can do to reach
your full potential. If each of us in this graduating year
of 2019 are able to do that, just imagine the effect that
it would have. The future is truly in our hands, so let's
make the most of it.
Make it count!
-Jenna Dooley

What a year. What a past 13 years. School has been
what we’ve known for most of our lives, so what are
we supposed to do now? Explore, and exploring
means taking risks, discovering new things and
learning more than we ever have before.

Instead of sitting at home for the next few years
waiting for something to come along, make your
parents and yourself happy by sending it. Just send it!
Take action. Every story you've ever connected with,
every leader you've ever admired, every puny little
thing that you've ever accomplished is the result of
taking action. You have a choice. You can either be a
passive victim of circumstance or you can be the
active hero of your own life.

Life is to short for petty girls and arrogant guys. Don’t
waste your time on something that doesn’t matter.
Care for your family, friends and most importantly
yourself. As tears for fears have sang many times,
“nothing ever lasts forever, everybody wants to rule the
world.” Be one of those people and strive for
greatness. And yes, everybody wants to rule the world
is one of the greatest songs of all time.

To finish off, I just want to say thanks to everyone here
today, no matter who you are, you’ve helped all of us
in one or another and we’re all enormously grateful.
Students, my final thing for you is you know that
uncertainty you feel today? It never goes away. The
question is, do you know to make uncertainty your
friend? Thank you.
- Catlin Irvin

This year was so random. How do we say goodbye to
people we have known for the most important part of
our lives? It’s easy. See ya losers. Nah I’m just kidding.
The class of 2019 is one of which we will always
remember. The people and the memories are what we
will miss the most.

Watching the shame on the younger grades faces
when they walk into your exam and realise that that is
the moment they had messed up. From the TikTok
making, the silly quotes we have picked up such as
“yeah biggest when”, to the running for the train that
we knew we had already missed because of someone
(ME) forgetting their stupid ID card when we didn’t
even need it.

Having to sit in this hall EVERY Friday for the past 2
years listening to the teachers ramble on about
information that was probably important but was never
paid attention to. The cramming in a term’s worth of
work in a 30-minute study session before our exams
because “oh well, we can do better next term.” Well
guess what guys, we have no next term.

We started school as little kids, not knowing what we
wanted to be or do when we were older but dreaming
big. And to be honest, I still don’t know, but our QCAA
applications were due and I needed something down.
It’s sad to think that so many memories that have been
made will slowly fade but never be forgotten.

If I’m being honest, I don’t know if I’m more upset
about the fact we have adult responsibilities now or the
fact that I can’t crack my back or neck on a chair as
good as I can here, but I guess that’s beside the point.
I think we will enjoy the next chapter of our lives. The
memories that we have created as a cohort have
made this high school experience one of the best
experiences of our lives.

I would like to give a shout out to all the teachers who
have worked with this cohort over the many years. Our
grade isn’t the best to be honest, so cheers for your
patience and commitment. So now, to the class of
2019, congratulations and peace out.
-Sarah Gooley

First off, I would like to thank all of the parents,
caregivers and teachers out there that supported us to
get where we are today and brought us to this very
moment where we are about to finally graduate and
start the next chapter of our lives.

What a year we’ve had, I feel like I should start with
the greatest moments of the year such as spending
every single lunch break sitting down watching all your
friends stand in their designated square hitting a small
ball and screaming to the very top of their lungs
because the ball bounced not once but a whole two
times in the opponents square. I mean what a hoot
that is. I had no idea it was going to last this long but
has finally come to an end.

We can now move on, from grade 6, and start to think
about moving out to the real world where you work 8-
hour days and only get half hour breaks. Really makes
you wonder why you sat there watching the most
boring game on the planet for a whole year but
whatever it’s irrelevant now.

My schooling here has been pretty crazy, gone
through many phases, there was the sporty phase
where you wouldn’t find me anywhere else but down at
the basketball courts playing touch and basketball with
a great bunch. Then there was the too hot phase,
where it was just too hot to even think about running
around and finally the most boring phase as I have
stated earlier, where you couldn’t be asked to do
anything, you just sit there… but I’m sure I wasn’t the
only one who had gone through this phase, I know a
lot of you guys have too.

- Leon Kahura
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Student Leaders
Earth

Emily Dierke, Joshua Bell, Luke Cameron

Rain

Nathan Luscombe, Andrew Pritchard,
Naomi Ogle

Fire

Erin Glazner, Shania Hammer, Wayne Munro,
Rebecca Killpack, Eden Funnell

Wind

Madison Stevens, Shauna Sco�, Tahlia Stringer,
Jackson Taylor

School Captains

Chelsea Cameron, Caitlin Irvine, Leon Kahura,
Sarah Gooley

Co-Curricular Music Captain

Back Row: Daniel Khosravi, Robert Adamson,
Hamish Caton

Front Row: Charlo�e Morrissey-Tearle, Morgan
De Rosa, Jessica Vincent

Absent: Alex Bacon

Student Council

Kynan Elford, Jenna Dooley, Shawn Maiden

Sports Captain

Kaleb Powyer, Emily Ferlauto
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Editor’s Note

On January 28th 2014 in PA03, Mrs Trigger welcomed us
to a new chapter of our new lives, a six year journey that
would shape us, change us and turn us into the people
we are today. Back then there was 54 of us, now there is
88; 29 of us are from that original group.

I was thinking about what to write that sums up our high
school career and I honestly was stuck. What could
possibly describe our Journey. Do I recap our journey, do
I recap it in events like our first Camp to North
Stradbroke Island and our last to Emu Gully. In global
events; the start of the Global Climate change
agreement in 2014 and the first picture of a black whale
in 2019. In daylights, in sunsets, in midnight, in cups of
coffee, in inches, in miles, in laughter and strife. How do
you measure six years in a life.

All the memories that we made over the last 6 years
shaped us in ways I don’t think even we realised at the
�me. Just think about it, who would you be if you went
to a different school, in a different class, had different
friends, different teaches. All the laughs. All of the li�le
things formed our personali�es, dreams and aspira�ons.

Making the magazine has brought back so many
forgo�en memories. When I was 11 I was told ‘high
school is going to be some of the best years of your life’.

I remember laughing but si�ng at my desk as an
adult about to start university I can honestly say
they were right. High school made me who I am
today. As I’m wri�ng this I am watching also many
of us celebrate ge�ng into our dream courses and
appren�ceships that will further our careers. Move
into our very own houses, start to become
the adults we have been so desperate to become.

I am so thankful to get to write this page because I
have so many things I want to say. I will be eternally
grateful for all the teachers. A�er trying to get the
photos and quotes off you lot I understand why they
were so keen on due dates. Man I feel bad for the
teachers in exam season. No wonder our jerseys
took so long to get in. Enough of the cheesy stuff, if
you actually read this far I will be impressed. This
magazine is our journey. Photos from year 7 all the
way to our formal night. The events of or final year;
Singing Valen�ne’s to sports carnivals to the random
photos taken in the back of class. Enjoy the trip
down memory lane.

Naomi Ogle
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Annika Bell Ternika EddyOwen Tyzack

Scarlett Young Isabelle Cunningham Tane Roberts

Emily Dierke Matthew Lynch Kahlia Gordon

Hailie O’Sullivan Joseph Churchill Freedom llyod

Jenna Dooley Michaela Weber Rohan Day

Taliah Tidyman Sarah Gooley

Jack Rafter

Baby Shark

Naomi Ogle

Rebecca KillpatrickShania Hammer
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Life’s a party and I’m the
piñata

One day you’ll regret not dating
me in high school

If the earth is flat explain how my
life has been going downhill
consistently

Fangin it

My hair is brighter than most of
your futures

Live every day, it’s a gift and not
a given right

School was like a wet piece of
spaghetti: not straight

I think an hour is like 20 minutes

When you’re in the present
moment, your true self is being
revealed

Do not take life to seriously.
You will never make it out alive

Life is the only thing that has
been hard for me this year

School - 0/10 would not
recommend You don’t know yourself, until

you let others get to know you

There is no such thing as
overdressed

I’m not a refugee, I was born
here!

For the last time I don’t listen to
Beethoven

Look in the mirror, that’s your
competition

No
Stephanie Allison Joseph Churchill

Annika Bell Jake David

Hamish Caton Jenna Dooley

Joshua Anderson Bradley Coates

Mason Briscoe Riley Davis

Blair Chambers Ternika Eddy

Cloe Baldwin Roland Condie

Chloe Callaghan Rohan Day

Yash Chandra Emily Ferlauto

Jared Barsby Isabelle Cunningham

Chelsea Cameron Emily Dierke

Brayden Chaplin
That’s all folks

Gemma Arkell
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School was hard but i was
harder

Face the sun and let the
shadows fall behind you

Sorry, I was busy.

Hey lemme get a lemonade
@spiceadams

Typical late to everything ranga

Don’t give up no matter what
people say to you

Waking up is the second hardest
thing in the morning

Pineapple doesn’t belong on
pizza

Stop! You violated the law. Pay
the court a fine or serve your
sentence. Your stolen goods are
now forfeit

You have enough blood to fill
your heart or shvantz, not both

No glove no love

Du hast nichts und wirst es nie That wasn’t like high school
musical at all :/

Mum said back by 5 I said yeah
cool just gonna get a Pepsi, but
it’s 10:25 I’m on a V/Line and I
got blood on my tech fleece

I focused more on boys than my
grades and still got good grades
and good boys

Someone once told me they
liked Eminem. I asked them “the
chocolate or the rapper.

How do you change the spark
plug in a diesel?

I know I am a handful but that’s
why you got two hands

My life is weighted down by my
bad decisions

I rolled high in intelligence but
low in wisdom

Caleb Hunter

Sarah Gooley Leon-Joseph Kahura

Ayden Harvey

Matthew Lynch

Abraham Floyd Jaden Ingham

Kahlia Gordon Hugh Kenyon

Jayden Haskins Kye Mackey

Owen Franks Ethan Ireland

Alysen Lavender-GreenRebecca Killpack

Immanuel Hoffmann Madeline Magann

Caitlin Irvine

Matthew Hall Freedom Lloyd

Nicholas Hope Shawn Maiden

Shania Hammer

I’m an opposite catfish

Emma Fischer
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Why raid area 51 when you can
raid the year book quote

Do you smell that updog?

I dropped my keys into my
frappe

Yo can I get a lemonade with all
this ice? @spiceadams

Wait, when was this due? Well then, what now?

I got 99 problems and school
was pretty much all of it

Did Ceaser kill Julius or did
Julius kill Caeser?

Placeholder to prevent default
quote

Hannah montana said nobody’s
perfect but here I am

Shout us a calippo I lost my paw paw again

I look better in person What’s the point of wearing a
bum bag if there aint nothing in it

I’m fat cause I’m not chasing
these hose

I am a cyclops

Please look after yourself, sleep,
eat a vegetable

I don’t want a lot of ice tho
@spiceadams

Does anyone remember that
kid? Me neither…

The happier we get the less we
see #asianlife

Lorenzo Malgapo Jack Rafter

James Mitchell Kiara Ross

Brodie Papworth Charlotte Simpson

Losalini Manuapa Preston Reuelu

Kye Moore Chad Russell

Katrina Meehan

Joshua Staton

Reece Masters

Jack Rieson

Naomi Ogle Joshua San Andres

Samuelu Pologa

Joachim Mennis Tane Roberts

Taj Papa-Coombes Blake Schilling

Kaleb Powyer

Matthew Miles

I don’t care what they say about
me, I just want to eat

Hailie O’Sullivan
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Virtual reality enthusiast

A trap to lure you into a trap…
that’s playing dirty

I know santa is real because my
presence is a gift

“I am way to sleep-deprived to
deal with your negativity right
now” – Jake Peralta

I’m not a bear

Did you know if your parachute
breaks you have the rest of your
life to fix it

Why fall in love when you can
fall asleep

No I’m not related to Malcom
Turnbull

Can you pick up your rubbish? Not available for comment

1973 Buffalo Bills running back

Owen Tyzack

Anna Warwick

Tahlia Tidyman Laylani Wikitera-Kiel

Jerym Waterson

Samsara Valentine

Joseph Young

Bryce Waldron

Michaela Weber

Tahnee Turnbull Scarlett Young No Shows

Declan Walker

Jayden Whitworth Parkhill

Jhaydee Tatad
I hate so much about the things
that you choose to be

Rebekah Stow

SENIORS 2019
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No animals were injured in the making of this magazine. Quite a few have been embarrassed though.


